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In this talk, I will show the concepts and subtypes of lncRNA, 
their role in gene regulation and their relation to alternative 
splicing, and the bioinformatics tools used for detecting lncRNA
mainly from sequencing isoforms.

Detection of long noncoding (lncRNA) involved in RNA-Seq isoforms

mainly from sequencing isoforms.
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Outline
� RNA Sequencing (RNA-Seq).

� Alternate splicing (AS) & isoforms.

� Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA).

� Role of lncRNA in Alternate splicing (AS).

� miRNA & lncRNA

� Tools for detecting AS & lncRNA

� Conclusions
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The evolution of transcriptomics
Hybridization-based

1995 P. Brown, et. al. 

Gene expression profiling

using spotted cDNA

microarray: expression levels 

of known genes

2002 Affymetrix, whole 

genome expression profiling 

using tiling array: identifying 

and profiling novel genes and 

splicing variants

2008 many groups, mRNA-seq: 

direct sequencing of mRNAs 

using next generation 

sequencing techniques (NGS)

RNA-seq is still a technology under active 
development



How RNA-seq works

Next generation sequencing (NGS)

Sample preparation

Figure from Wang et. al, RNA-Seq: a revolutionary tool for transcriptomics, Nat. Rev. Genetics 10, 57-63, 2009).

Next generation sequencing (NGS)

Data analysis:

�Mapping reads

�Visualization (Gbrowser)

�De novo assembly

�Quantification 



RNA-seq and microarray agree fairly well only for 

genes with medium levels of expression 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells grown in nutrient-rich media. 
Correlation is very low for genes with either low or high 
expression levels. 



RNA-seq vs. microarray

• RNA-seq can analyze novel transcripts and splicing variants as well as to profile the 
expression levels of known transcripts (but hybridization-based techniques are limited 
to detect transcripts corresponding to known genomic sequences)

• RNA-seq has higher resolution than whole genome tiling array analysis

• RNA-seq can apply the same experimental protocol to various purposes, whereas • RNA-seq can apply the same experimental protocol to various purposes, whereas 
specialized arrays need to be designed in these cases
� Detecting single nucleotide polymorphisms (needs SNP array otherwise)
� Mapping exon junctions (needs junction array otherwise)
� Detecting gene fusions (needs gene fusion array otherwise)

� Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are now challenging microarrays as 
the tool of choice for genome analysis. 



RNA-Seq: Alternative to Microarrays

� General expression profiling

� Novel genes

� Alternative splicing

� Detect gene fusion

� Can use on any sequenced genome

� Better dynamic range

� Cleaner and more informative data

� Data analysis challenges



Data analysis for mRNA-seq: key steps

• Mapping reads to the reference genome
� Read mapping of 454 sequencers can be done by conventional 

sequence aligners (BLAST, BLAT, etc)

� Short read aligner needed for Illumina or SOLiD reads

• Quantifying the known genes• Quantifying the known genes

• Prediction of novel transcripts
� Assembly of short reads: comparative vs. de novo

• Quantifying splicing variants



Mapping
� Bowtie or Maq mapping identify transcribed known or novel exons

� Longer (e,g. 100bp) paired-end libraries are better.



Covariance Models
� Get related RNA sequences, obtain multiple sequence alignment

� E.g. orthologous RNA from many species or family of RNA believed to 
have similar structure and function

� Require sequences be similar enough so that they can be initially aligned

� Look at every pair of columns and check for covarying
substitutions
� Sequences should be dissimilar enough for covarying substitutions to be 

detected



Base-Pair Maximization

� Find structure with the max # of base pairs

� Efficient dynamic programming solution introduced by 
Nussinov (1970s)

� Compare a sequence against itself in a dynamic programming � Compare a sequence against itself in a dynamic programming 
matrix

� Since structure folds upon itself, only necessary to calculate 
half the matrix

� Four rules for scoring the structure at a particular point



Transcript Abundances
� More reads mapped to longer genes

� More reads mapped if sequencing is deep

� RPKM: reads per kb transcript per million reads: 1 RPKM ~ 
0.3 -1 transcript / cell

� Low technical noise� Low technical noise

(Poisson distribution) 

but high biological noise

(over dispersion, neg

binomial)



Nussinov Algorithm
� Initialization: score for complementary matches along main 

diagonal and diagonal just below it are set to zero



Nussinov Algorithm
� Fill matrix: M[i][j] = max of the following

� M[i+1][j-1] + S(xi, xj) 

� M[i+1][j]

� M[i][j-1]

� M[i][j] = MAXi<k<j (M[i][k] + M[k+1][j])

15

� M[i][j] = MAXi<k<j (M[i][k] + M[k+1][j])



Nussinov Algorithm
� Fill diagonal by diagonal (assume no bulge penalty, 

similar to SW gap penalty)
j

i



FPKM (RPKM): Expression Values

� Fragments Reads Per Kilobase of exon model per Million 
mapped fragments

� Nat Methods. 2008,  Mapping and quantifying mammalian 
transcriptomes by RNA-Seq. Mortazavi A et al.transcriptomes by RNA-Seq. Mortazavi A et al.

C= the number of reads mapped onto the gene's exons
N= total number of reads in the experiment
L= the sum of the exons in base pairs.

FPKM =109 × C

NL



RNA-Seq analysis Software
� Short reads aligners

� Stampy, BWA, Novoalign, Bowtie,…

� Data preprocessing (reads statistics, adapter clipping, formats conversion, read counters)
� Fastx toolkit
� Htseq
� MISO
� samtools

� Expression studies� Expression studies
� Cufflinks package
� RSEQtools
� R packages (DESeq, edgeR, baySeq, DEGseq, Genominator)

� Alternative splicing
� Cufflinks
� Augustus

� Commercial software
� Partek
� CLCBio



Short read aligners
Aligner Version Developer License

BFAST 0.3.1 UCLA Academic

Bowtie 0.9.8 Salzberg/UMD GNUPL

cross_match (CM) 1.080721 U. Wash. Academic

CELL 2.0 CLC bio Commercial

Maq 0.7.1 WTSI GNUPL

Novoalign 2.00.12 Novocraft Academic

RMAP 0.41 CSHL Public

SeqMap 1.0.12 Stanford Academic

Shrimp 1.1.0 U. Toronto Public

SOAP 2.01 BGI Academic

Acknowledgement: Mass Genomics http://www.massgenomics.org/short-read-aligners



Benchmarking experiments

� Trial 1: Simulated 36-bp Reads from C. elegans
� A “mutated” version of the C. elegans genome that 

contained ~90,000 SNPs and ~10,000 indels
� From this mutated genome, generate 1M simulated read-

pairs (2M reads total)

� Trial 2: Real Data from a 36-bp Paired-End 
Illumina Run
� Whole-genome resequencing data from a Yoruban HapMap

sample being sequenced as part of 1000 genome project
� 1M read pairs from 36-bp paired-end Illumina library

Acknowledgement: Mass Genomics http://www.massgenomics.org/short-read-aligners



Speed

� There were essentially two speed groups. The fastest were BWT-indexing aligners (Bowtie & 
SOAP) and BFAST, all of which finished in less than 20 minutes. The other aligners (CLCbio, CM, 
SeqMap, Maq, Novoalign) were comparable in speed to one another and completed in 8-9 hours.

� Some data is not shown: SHRiMP is very slow and RMAP is not accurate.

� SE: single-end; PE: paired-end

Acknowledgement: Mass Genomics http://www.massgenomics.org/short-read-aligners

Trial 1 Trial 2



Accuracy

� Most aligners placed similar numbers of reads uniquely, yet the numbers 
of ambiguously-placed or unmapped reads varied widely.

� Novoalign in paired-end mode (Novoalign-PE) was the clear winner, 
though in fairness, it did take at least twice as long to complete as the 
other aligners.

Acknowledgement: Mass Genomics http://www.massgenomics.org/short-read-aligners

Trial 1 Trial 2
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Alternative Splicing (AS)

• 35% - 60% of human genes show AS

• some genes have a huge number of isoforms 

(slo >500, neurexin >1000, DSCAM > 38000)

Taken from [Taken from [Graveley, Graveley, 20012001]]



How to assemble multiple alternative 

spliced transcripts?

In the presence of AS, conventional assembly may be In the presence of AS, conventional assembly may be 

erroneous, ambiguous, or truncated.erroneous, ambiguous, or truncated.

11 22 33

Overlapping

truncated truncated

correct truncated



exon inclusion/exclusion

alternative 3’ exon end

Different Alternative Splicing

http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/7/1/55/F1

alternative 5’ exon end

intron retention

5’ alternative UTR

3’ alternative UTR



Different Alternative Splicing



Isoform Inference
� If given known set of isoforms

� Estimate x to maximize the likelihood of observing n



Known Isoform Abundance Inference



De novo isoform inference



Isoform Inference

� With known isoform set, sometimes the gene-level 
expression level inference is great, although isoform
abundances have big uncertainty 

(e.g. known set is not complete)(e.g. known set is not complete)

� De novo isoform inference is a non-identifiable problem 
with current RNA-seq protocol and (short) read length 

(e.g. exon and isoform numbers are big)



Bioinformatics of Alt. splicing

� Two main goals:
� Find out cases of alt. splicing

� What are the different forms (“isoforms”) of a gene?

� Find out how alt. splicing is regulated� Find out how alt. splicing is regulated
� What are the sequence motifs controlling alt. splicing, and deciding which 

isoform will be produced



Bioinformatics methods for identifying alternative splicing

direct
comparison

Florea, L. Brief Bioinform 2006 7:55-69; doi:10.1093/bib/bbk005



Identification of splice variants

� Direct comparison between sequences of different 
cDNA isoforms
� Q: What is cDNA? How is this different from a gene’s DNA?
� cDNA is “complementary DNA”, obtained by reverse 

transcription from mRNA. It has no intronstranscription from mRNA. It has no introns

� Direct comparison reveals differences in the isoforms

� But this difference could be part of an exon, a whole 
exon, or a set of exons



Identification of splice variants

� Alignment tools.

� Align cDNA sequence to genomic sequence

� Why shouldn’t this be a perfect match with gaps (introns)?
� Sequencing errors, polymorphisms, etc.

� Special purpose alignment programs for this purpose



Bioinformatics methods for identifying alternative splicing

comparison
of exon-intron
structures

Copyright restrictions may apply.

Florea, L. Brief Bioinform 2006 7:55-69; doi:10.1093/bib/bbk005



Identifying full lengh alt. spliced transcripts

� Previous methods identified parts of alt. spliced transcript

� We assumed we had access to the cDNA sequence, i.e., the 
full transcriptfull transcript

� Much more difficult to identify full length transcripts (i.e., 
all alt. spliced forms)



Method 1 (“gene indices”)

� EST is the sequence of a partial transcript

� Compare all EST sequences against one another

� Identify significant overlaps

� Group and assemble sequences with compatible overlaps 
into clusters

� Similar to the assembly task, except that we are also 
dealing with alt. spliced forms here



Gene 
indices



Cons

� Overclustering: paralogs may get clustered together.
� What are paralogs? 
� Related but distinct genes in the same species

� Underclustering: if number of ESTs is not sufficient� Underclustering: if number of ESTs is not sufficient
� Computationally expensive:

� Quadratic time complexity



Method 2: Splice graphs
� Nodes: Exons

� Edges: Introns

� Gene: directed acyclic graph

� Each path in this DAG is an alternative transcript

� Combinatorially generate all possible alt. transcripts
� But not all such transcripts are going to be present
� Need scores for candidate transcripts, in order to 

differentiate between the biologically relevant ones and the 
artifactual ones



Splice graph approach 

Replace the problem of finding a list of consensus 
sequences .

With Graph Reconstruction Problem:

� Given an set of expressed sequence,

� find a minimal graph (splicing graph) 
representing  all transcripts as paths.

Heber, et. al. ISMB 2002 



• Spliced alignments of cDNAs on the genome (E1–E5) are clustered along the genomic axis and 
consolidated into splice graphs. 

• Vertices in the splice graph represent exons (a–h), 

• Arcs are introns connecting the exons consistently with the cDNA evidence, 

• A branching in the graph signals an alternative splicing event. 

• Splice variants (V1–V4) are read from the graph as paths from a source vertex (with no ‘in’ arc) to a sink 
vertex (with no ‘out’ arc). 

Splice 
graph



Splicing graphs



Splicing graph construction

If a reference genome is used:
� Map reads to the reference genome (short read aligner)

� Check alignment (splice sites, quality)

� Connect consecutive positions

� Build splicing graph

splicing graphsplicing graph

genomic seq.genomic seq.

transcript transcript 1 1 

transcript transcript 2 2 



Splicing graph construction
If a reference genome sequence is not used:
� Break sequences into k-mers (20-mers).

� Build graph using k-mers as vertices, connect them iff they occur consecutively in a 
sequence [Pevzner et al., 2001].

Example (3-mers):

CGG CGG → → GGAGGA

CTC CTC →→ TCG TCG →→ CGA  CGA  → → GAT GAT → → ATG ATG → → TGA TGA → → GACGAC

Sequences: CTCGATGAC, CTCGGAC
Vertices: {CTC, TCG, CGA, GAT, ATG, TGA, GAC, CGG, GGA}

splicing graphsplicing graph

CTCG  → AT → GAC

collapsed splicing graph



ChIP-Seq Applications

Enables the accurate profiling of:

� Transcription factor binding sites

� Polymerases

� Histone modification sites� Histone modification sites

� DNA methylation



What is ChIP-Seq?
� Chromatin-Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)- Sequencing

� ChIP - A technique of precipitating a protein antigen out of 
solution using an antibody that specifically binds to the protein.

� Sequencing –A technique to determine the order of 
nucleotide bases in a molecule of DNA.

� Used in combination to study the interactions between protein 
and DNA.



ChIP-Seq: The Basics



ChIP-Seq Analysis Pipeline

Sequencing
30-50 bp
Sequences

Base Calling
Read quality 
assessment

Genome
Alignment

Peak Calling

Enriched 
Regions

Combine 
with gene 
expression

Motif 
Discovery

Visualisation
with genome 

browser

Differential 
peaks



ChIP-Seq: Genome Alignment

� Several Aligners Available
� BWA

� NovoAlign

� Bowtie

� Currently the Sequencing analysis pipeline uses the Stampy as the 
default aligner for all sequencing.

� All aligner output containing information about the mapping 
location and quality of the reads are out put in SAM format



ChIP-Seq Peak Calling

� The main function of peak finding programs is to predict protein 
binding sites

� First the programs must identify clusters (or peaks) of sequence First the programs must identify clusters (or peaks) of sequence 
tags

� The peak finding programs must determine the number of 
sequence tags (peak height) that constitutes “significant” 
enrichment likely to represent a protein binding site



ChIP-Seq: Peak Calling

Several ChIP-seq peak calling tools Available
� MACS

� PICS

� PeakSeq

� Cisgenome

� F-Seq 



How ChIP-Seq Identify peaks
� Several methods to identify peaks but they mainly fall into 2 

categories:
1) Tag Density
2) Directional scoring

1) In the tag density method, the program searches for large 1) In the tag density method, the program searches for large 
clusters of overlapping sequence tags within a fixed width sliding 
window across the genome.

2) In directional scoring methods, the bimodal pattern in the 
strand-specific tag densities are used to identify protein binding 
sites.





ChIP-Seq: Determination of peak 

significance
� More statistically sophisticated models developed to model the 

distribution of control sequence tags across the genome.  

� Used as a parameter to assess the significance of ChIP tag peaks
� t-distributiont-distribution

� Poisson model

� Hidden Markov model

� Primarily used to assign each peak a significance metric such as a 
P-value, FDR or posterior probability. 



ChIP-Seq: Output
chr     start   end     length  summit  tags    -10*log10(pvalue)       fold_enrichment FDR(%)

chr1    13322611        13322934        324     101     16      58.38   6.95    73.89

chr1    14474379        14475108        730     456     63      63.73   5.98    73.81

chr1    23912933        23913336        404     155     19      57.86   8.49    73.33

chr1    24619496        24619679        184     92      44      449.34  34.00   94.12

chr1    24619857        24620057        201     100     73      780.66  56.41   100

chr1    26742705        26743590        886     252     69      132.27  7.52    69.25

chr1    26743625        26745342        1718    1422    165     141.40  4.34    70.36

chr1    33811805        33814279        2475    289     256     98.13   3.74    74.50

chr1    34516074        34517165        1092    496     206     59.13   5.22    74.42

chr1    34519503        34520082        580     334     58      53.56   4.74    70.59

chr1    34529691        34530276        586     286     40      77.33   6.12    74.63

chr1    34546832        34547631        800     311     208     233.96  5.56    73.01

chr1    34548528        34549155        628     343     39      81.43   5.75    75.15

chr1    34570690        34571225        536     267     31      98.69   7.15    74.50



ChIP-Seq: Output
� A list of enriched locations

� Can be used:
� In combination with RNA-Seq, to determine the biological function 

of transcription factors

� Identify genes co-regulated by a common transcription factor

� Identify common transcription factor binding motifs



ChIP-seq
� lncRNA are mostly polII transcribed, and has similar histone 

mark profiles as protein-coding genes. 

� Guttman et al, Nat 2009 use active promoter and Pol2 
elongation mark to find lncRNAs, know the TSS and 
direction of transcriptiondirection of transcription



Gene Fusion

� Down regulation of 
tumor suppressor or 
up regulation of 
oncogenes

Maher et al, Nat 2009



A Few Algorithms
� Expression index and isoform inference

� Cufflinks from Steve Salzburg

� Rseq from Wing Wong

� Scripture from Aviv Regev

� Differential expression� Differential expression
� Cufflinks

� DESeq from Wolfgang Huber

� EdgeR from Gordon Smyth

� Replicates are still preferred!

� Still need systematic evaluation



Why do we Care?
� RNA (tRNA, rRNA) structure determines function

Mostly RNA 
2nd structure: 
G-C and A-U;
G-U 

� Many non-coding RNA genes have special structure, 
which leads to special functions
� ncRNA genes later

G-U 



Non-Coding RNA: Formerly known 
as “JUNK”



Non-Coding RNA: A Key to Eukaryotic 
Complexity?



Gene Regulatory Mechanisms
� Transcriptional Mechanisms

� Type of promoters & RNA polymerase

� Control of Transcription
� Constitutive

� Inducible

� Repressible

� Transcription Factors and TFBS

� Translational Mechanisms� Translational Mechanisms
� Micro RNAs (miRNAs and RITS complexes)

� Translational control

� mRNA degradation

� Promoter activation

� Silencer RNAs (siRNAs & RISC complexes) degrading mRNA

� Epigenetic Mechanisms
� Chromatin remodeling

� Histone modifications (acetylation, phosphorylation, methylation …)

� DNA methylation



Gene Expression Regulatory Network



Yeast Regulatory Motifs

Lee et al. Science 298, 799-804 (2002)



Long noncoding RNA (lncRNA)
� Mostly not investigated with microarrays before.

� Many LncRNAs are spliced and have intervening expression pattern with coding  
genes 

� Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a large and diverse class of transcribed RNA 
molecules with a length of more than 200 nucleotides that do not encode proteins. 

� Their expression is developmentally regulated and lncRNAs can be tissue- and 
cell-type specific. 

� A significant proportion of lncRNAs are located exclusively in the nucleus. They 
are comprised of many types of transcripts that can structurally resemble mRNAs, 
and are sometimes transcribed as whole or partial antisense transcripts to coding 
genes. 

� LncRNAs are thought to carry out important regulatory functions.



mRNA lncRNA

Tissue-specific expression Tissue-specific expression

Form secondary structure Form secondary structure

Undergo post-transcriptional processing, i.e. 5’cap, 
polyadenylation, splicing

Undergo post-transcriptional processing, i.e. 5’cap, 
polyadenylation, splicing

Important roles in dieases and development Important roles in diseases and developmentImportant roles in dieases and development Important roles in diseases and development

Protein coding transcript Non-protein coding, regulatory functions

Well conserved between species Poorly conserved between species

Present in both nucleus and cytoplasm Predominantly in nucleus

Total 20-24,000 mRNAs Predicted 3-100 fold of mRNA in number

Expression level: low to high Expression level: very low to moderate



lncRNA categorization 

� ① Sense or antisense lncRNAs overlapping non-intronic
parts of proteincoding genes, located in the same or opposite 
strand (13 578 transcripts). 

� ②Bidirectional lncRNAs (2) transcribed in ‘head to head’ � ②Bidirectional lncRNAs (2) transcribed in ‘head to head’ 
orientation and located in close proximity with a protein-
coding gene (920 transcripts). 

� ③ Intergenic lncRNAs located exclusively within intergenic
regions (12 666 transcripts).





lncRNA and disease

� With such a wide range of functions, it is not surprising that 
lncRNA play a role in the development and pathophysiology of 
disease. LncRNAs have been found to be differentially expressed 
in various types of cancer including leukemia, breast cancer, 
hepatocellular carcinoma, colon cancer, and prostate cancer. 
Other diseases where lncRNAs are dysregulated include Other diseases where lncRNAs are dysregulated include 
cardiovascular diseases, neurological disorders and immune-
mediated diseases.



LncRNA Functions

� Similar to coding RNAs, 
lncRNA is transcribed by 
pol2, regulated by TFs, and 
have polyA tails

� Expression levels of lncRNA� Expression levels of lncRNA
is often lower than coding 
RNAs

� Gradually finding very 
important functions of some 
lncRNAs, some overlapping 
functions



LncRNA Functions
� LncRNAs may exert their functions either by binding to 

DNA or RNA in a sequence specific manner or by binding 
to proteins. 

� Some lncRNAs are actually precursors for smaller � Some lncRNAs are actually precursors for smaller 
regulatory RNAs such as microRNAs or piwi RNAs. 

� As opposed to microRNA, lncRNAs are not defined by a 
common mode of action, and can apparently regulate gene 
expression and protein synthesis in a number of different 
ways.



LncRNA Functions
� Some lncRNAs have been shown to be involved in 

fundamental processes of:
� gene regulation including chromatin modification and 

structure as well as direct transcriptional regulation. 

� Gene regulation may occur in cis (e.g. in close proximity to the � Gene regulation may occur in cis (e.g. in close proximity to the 
transcribed lncRNA) or in trans (at a distance from the 
transcription site). 

� Post-transcriptional functions of lncRNA include regulating 

RNA processing events such as splicing, editing, 

localization, translation and degradation.

http://www.exiqon.com/lncrna



lncRNA Signaling
� Xist and X-inactivation

� In vertebrate genomes, male 
has XY, female has XX but 
only one of the X is activeonly one of the X is active



lncRNA as miRNA Decoy
� Poliseno et al, Nat 2011



LincRNA as Scaffold for Transcription 

Repression

� HOTAIR and PRC2

Tsai et al, Science 2010



Map lncRNAs Associated with 

Chromatin Factors

� Many chromatin factors have RNA-binding domains, 
functions modulated by lncRNA

� RIP-seq of chromatin factors

� Downstream analysis?



Map lncRNA Occupancy

� ChIRP: Chromatin Isolation by RNA 
Purification (ChIRP) 

� Chu et al, Mol Cell 2011



Upstream Antisense RNA
� Pervasive upstream antisense RNA

Core et al, Science 2008



Enhancer 

RNA

� Weak level of 
Pol II and RNA 
transcripts 
observed at 
distal TF binding distal TF binding 
sites

Kim et al, Nat 2010



LincRNA as 

Enhancers

� Some LincRNAs 
promote nearby gene trx

Orom et al, Cell 2010





Potential Functions of lncRNAs





lncRNA databases



Possible lncRNA analysis pipeline









What is miRNA?What is miRNA?
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Characteristics of miRNAs
� Small non-coding double stranded RNAs
� Approximately 19-22 nt long
� Repress activity of complementary mRNAs
� Regulate 30% of mammalian gene products
� 1 miRNA = hundreds of mRNAs� 1 miRNA = hundreds of mRNAs

“you can change a phenotype by modulating a single 
miRNA” Thomas Wurdinger, HMS

� Have been described in invertebrates and 
vertebrates: worms, fungi, plants, and mammals

� Many are conserved between vertebrates and 
invertebrates



Biogenesis of miRNA & isoforms regulation

Filipowicz (2008) Nature Review Genetics 9:102-112.



•Complete role played by each sequence not yet determined

• Functional analysis tools not yet widely available 
Knockdown, Over-Expression, Reporter Assays

Why Analyze miRNA Expression Patterns?

• Correlate miRNA expression profiles with:
Biological Phenotypes, Protein & Gene Expression Levels

• Discover miRNA sequences regulating genes involved in the 
biological process of interest



Relevance of miRNA to Human Biology
� Cancer. miRNAs have been found to be downregulated in a number of tumors , and in some cases the reintroduction of these miRNAs

has been shown to impair the viability of cancer cells. The value of miRNA profiles in tumor diagnostics is well established. For
instance, strong up and down regulations of 16 miRNAs have been shown in primary breast tumors, and these markers may aid in the
development of drug-resistance and treatment-selection tests. Underlining the important role miRNA plays in oncology is the formation
of several new companies which seek to expand development of miRNA-based therapeutics.

� Age-Related Diseases. Evidence is accumulating that many age-related diseases are associated with a decreased control of cell
signaling that occurs in mid-life. The miRNA control of such systems as the cell cycle, DNA repair, oxidative stress responses and
apoptosis, has been shown to become abnormally expressed in mid-life. It is highly likely that continued research will reveal important
associations with the aging process, and may lead to therapeutics that can improve the quality of life.

� Heart Disease. Two heart-specific miRNAs were deleted in mouse models resulting in abnormal heart development in a large
proportion of the offspring. While these lethal effects were expected, other studies show a more subtle role for miRNA in the heart.
When miR-208 was eliminated, the mice appeared normal. Defects were revealed only when their hearts were stressed. These results
show that comprehensive miRNA studies may be valuable in the diagnosis of heart disease.

� Neurological Diseases. Numerous reports have demonstrated the role of miRNAs in neural development. Evidence for a role in
Parkinsons disease comes from animal model studies published last year, showing that loss of miRNAs may be involved in the
development and progession of the disease. In cell culture experiments, transfer of small RNA fragments partially preserved miRNA
deficient nerve cells. While these results and others point to an important role for miRNA in neurodegenerative disorders, much more
work is needed to delineate the exact role of miRNAs in this important area.

� Immune Function Disorders. Recent miRNA deletion studies have revealed a central role in the regulation of the immune response.
The deletion of miRNA-155 impaired T and B cell differentiation in germinal centers, and greatly decreased antibody and cytokine
production. Two additional studies deleting miRNA-181 and 223 were found to control T cell response and granulocyte production,
respectively. As more roles for miRNAs in the immune response are found, the list of immune function disorders with a miRNA
component is certain to expand also.96







Problems
• How do we find microRNA genes?

• Given a microRNA gene, how do we find its 
targets?



How do we find microRNA genes?
� Biological approach

� Small-RNA-cloning to identify 
new small RNAs

� Most microRNA genes are  tissue-
specific

miR-124a is restricted to the brain and spinal cord in 
fish and mouse or to the ventral nerve cord in fly

miR-1 is restricted to the muscles and the heart in 
mouse



miRNA Targets
•In plants, the identification of mRNA targets is straight forward 
because most miRNAs and their target mRNAs have exact or 
nearly exact complementarity. 

•In animals, the tendency of miRNAs to bind their mRNA 
targets with imperfect sequence homology poses considerable 
challenges with target prediction.

• Several computational approaches have been developed to 
facilitate experimental design and predicting miRNA targets. 

•Computational target prediction identifies potential binding 
sites according to base-pairing rules and across species 
conservation conditions. 



miRNA Target Identification 

•The duplex for miRNA hsa-miR-579 and its target LRIG3 is partitioned into 
two parts, the seed part and the out-seed part

102

•Six to eight nucleotides at the 5’ end of the mature miRNA sequence are very 
important in the selection of target site

• Most of the computational tools developed to identify mRNA target 
sequences depend heavily on complementarity between miRNA seed 
sequence and the target sequence

•Most methods mainly use sequence complementarities, thermodynamic 
stability calculations and evolutionary conservation among species to 
determine the likelihood of formation of a productive miRNA-mRNA duplex



Other properties of microRNA targets

� MicroRNA targets are conserved across 
species. (Stark et al. 2003)

� Tend to appear in clusters.

For lins, comparison is between C. elegans and C. briggsae.
For hid, comparison is between D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura.



Another property of microRNA 
targets

• Sequence conservations of target sites
– Better complementary to the 5’ ends of the miRNAs.







Argonaute (miRWalk)
Nucleic Acids Res. 2006 Jan 1;34(Database issue):D115-8

� Curated database

� Argonaute collects latest information from both literature and other databases. In
contrast to databases on miRNAs like miRBase::Sequences, NONCODE or
RNAdb, Argonaute hosts additional information on the origin of an miRNA, i.e. in
which host gene it is encoded, its expression in different tissues and its known or
proposed function, its potential target genes including Gene Ontology annotation,
as well as miRNA families and proteins known to be involved in miRNA
processing.
as well as miRNA families and proteins known to be involved in miRNA
processing.

� Additionally, target genes are linked to an information retrieval system that
provides comprehensive information from sequence databases and a
simultaneous search of MEDLINE with all synonyms of a given gene. The web
interface allows the user to get information for a single or multiple miRNAs, either
selected or uploaded through a text file. Argonaute currently has information on
miRNAs from human, mouse and rat.

http://www.ma.uni-heidelberg.de/apps/zmf/argonaute/interface
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http://www.ma.uni-heidelberg.de/apps/zmf/argonaute/interface



Examples of miRNA Functions & 
Relevance of miRNA to Human Biology
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Role of Role of miRNAmiRNA in Disease and Cancerin Disease and Cancer



Role of miRNA in Development and  Neurodegeneration



miRNA in Cancer



Important Web Sites

� Diana Lab: http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/
� miRBase: http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/
� miRBase: http://www.mirbase.org/
� MicroCosm: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/enright-srv/microcosm/
� miRNAminer: http://groups.csail.mit.edu/pag/mirnaminer
� miRviewer: http://people.csail.mit.edu/akiezun/miRviewer
� Patrocles: http://www.patrocles.org/
� PicTar: http://pictar.mdc-berlin.de/

Micro RNA 

� PicTar: http://pictar.mdc-berlin.de/
� TargetRank: http://hollywood.mit.edu/targetrank
� TargetScanS: http://www.targetscan.org/

Isoforms
� http://www.fast-db.com/

lncRNA & miRNA
� http://diana.imis.athena-

innovation.gr/DianaTools/index.php?r=lncBase/index
� http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/mirLncRNA.php
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